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1.1 The Competition Commission ofPakistan (the "Commission") took suo moto action against

Mis Roots Ivy International Schools (the "Respondent") under Section 3 7(1) of the

Competition Act, 2010 (hereinafter referred to as the 'Act') for ,prima facie, violation of
Section 10 of the Act, which prohibits deceptive marketing practices.

1.2 It has been observed that the Respondent has been involved in fraudulent use of the registered

trademark and logo of "The Ivy League" in its own trade name and promotional material,

thereby deceiving the general public by inferring a connection between the two entities. It has

been further observed that the Respondent is using other claims and terminologies like "IVY

LEAGUE OFDREAMS" to promote their institution.

1.3 Keeping in view the above, the Competent Authority, after the preliminary investigation,

initiated an enquiry under the provisions of Section 37(1) of the Act, by appointing Mr.

Noman Laiq, Director General (C& TA) and Mr. Faiz-ur-Rehman, Deputy Director (OFT),

as the enquiry officer. The Enquiry Committee was directed to conduct an enquiry and submit
report by giving its findings and recommendations, inter alia, on the following:

(i) Whether the conduct ofthe Respondent is capable ofharming the business interest of
other undertakings in, primafacie, violation ofSection 10(2(a) ofthe Act?

(ii) Whether the Respondent is disseminating false or misleading information to the
consumers that lacks a reasonable basis, related to character, properties, suitability
for use, or quality ofgoods in, primafacie, violation ofSection 10(2)(b) ofthe Act?

(iii) Whether the Respondent is engaged in Fraudulent use of another's trademark, firm
name, or product labeling or packaging in, prima facie, violation ofSection 10(2)(d)
ofthe Act?

2.1 A letter dated December 03, 2018 was sent to the Respondent for comments. The Respondent

submitted its reply vide letter dated January 02, 2019, wherein the following submissions were
made:
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2.2 The Respondent submitted that neither does it have the intention to, nor is it in fact in any

manner violating the provisions of Section 10 of the Act, in particular Section 10 ( 1) read with

Section 10(2) (a), (b) and (d). It has neither entered in deceptive marketing practices by

resorting to distribution of false or misleading information that is capable of harming the

business interests of another undertaking nor it is distributing false or misleading information

to consumers, or fraudulently using another's trademark.

2.3 The Respondent further submitted that with respect to use of the term "IVY" in the name of

the school, it is emphasized that, as specified in the enquiry notice and in view of common

public knowledge, the relevant phrase used by the group of universities in the United

States of America is that of "The IVY League" and not merely "IVY" alone, as
incorporated by Roots IVY.

2.4 Therefore, the question of fraudulent use of another's trademark as envisaged under Section

10(2) (d) does not arise, as the relevant phrase i.e. "The IVY League" has neither been

incorporated in the name of the school, nor has it ever been used to assert any affiliation or

connection whatsoever with the IVY League.

2.5 It is also a matter of common knowledge that it is "The IVY League" that is the relevant

phrase referring to only the 8 universities situated in the USA, having no offshore campus (i.e.

Harvard University, Cornell University, University of Pennsylvania, and Columbia

University).Such phrase is visibly distinct from the sole term "IVY', used by Roots IVY.

Therefore, drawing any link with the IVY League seems farfetched and unconvincing.

2.6 It was submitted that in this respect, reliance is also placed on a recent decision of the

Commission in the matter of Show Cause Notice issued To Mis Neucon Pakistan Ltd On

Complaint filed By Mis Ferozsons Laboratories Ltd, whereby the Commission found that

where the registered trademark of the complaint was the term "BIOFREEZE", it did not have

the exclusive right for use of the word "FREEZE" or "FREEZE" alone. Hence, the trade name

"NEUFREEZE" adopted by the party complained of in conjunction with the design etc. did

not appear to be deceptive.
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2. 7 In view of the above, therefore, "IVY" alone is not the registered trademark and use of it alone

cannot be treated as being the exclusive right of the IVY League colleges. That it would,

hence, be prejudicial to crave out "IVY" from "The IVYLeague", and treat it as an independent
trademark.

2.8 It was stated that this Commission has in the past held that for a contravention of Section

10(2) (d) it must be demonstrated that the contravening party "intended to deceive" the

customer/consumer to gain an undue advantage (Reference: In the matter ofcomplaint filed

by Mis. DHL Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd & In the matter ofShow Cause Notice issued to MIS Options

International (Smc-Pvt.) Limited on Complaint filed by Mis Starbucks Corporation, USA).

However, the actions of Roots IVY, a leading chain of private schools imparting quality

education, do not reflect such an intention. The name has been used without any intent to

benefit from the goodwill of "The IVYLeague".

2.9 Rather, it is relevant to appreciate the vision and concept behind use and combination of the

term "IVY" with "Roots" by our Client. The ordinary meaning of the term "Roots" refers to

the base of a plant, or the organs of any plant on which the whole of the plant rests.

2.10 In furtherance to this concept, the term "Roots" represents the school itself, which forms the

basis of a student's professional life. Hence, it is the starting point or the foundation for a
student's development.

2.11 It was submitted that the idea of the term "IVY" also originates from its ordinary meaning,

which is that of an evergreen plant growing upwards. The name hence, represents eternity
with strong roots.

2.12 The ivy plant is also a strong plant, which can grow in harsh environments; therefore, another

association of ivy, as an evergreen plant is perennial life and immortality. The name Roots

IVY International Schools represents students who shall continue to live and grow in hard

and difficult circumstances with strong roots. It symbolizes resistance and longevity. Hence,

also connoting academic and professional growth, which are core values of Roots IVY

institute.
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2.13 The Respondent in its reply denied that the use of the term "TV" has in any manner

contravened Section 10(2) (a) by being capable of harming the business interests of another

undertaking. In this respect, it is submitted that Roots IVY was incorporated and registered
with the Securities and Exchange Commission ofPakistan in the year 2012.

2.14 It was stated that since the year 2012 to date, many students of Roots IVY have been

accepted into IVY League colleges. Roots IVY submits that if at all any grievance was to

be raised regarding of the school, any one of the IVYLeague colleges, which are well aware
of the complete name of our client, could have done so in the last seven (7) years.

2.15 The Commission is apprised that, more recently, i.e. in the year 2018, three (3) students of

Roots TVY secured IVY League Acceptances. Ms. Sarosh Kayani blazed her way into the

Yale Class 0f2022 on a scholarship of$73195 per annum, Mr. Ahmed Afzal Bhatti received

the much-coveted offer from Cornell Class 0f 2022 on a scholarship of $70,000 per annum

and Ms. Zara Shahzad secured admission in the highly selective Brown Class 0f2022. Roots
IVY facilitated the placement of these students in IVY League universities.

2.l6 Accordingly, many students ofRoots IVY have also attended the summer school programs

offered by various IVY League universities, without any issue or concern being raised over
the name ofRoots IVY.

2.17 It was further submitted that in the year 2016, two (2) students attended summer school at

Harvard; in the year 2017, twelve (12) students attended summer school at YALE, Harvard,

Columbia and UPENN; and in the year 2018, a total of sixteen (16) students of Roots IVY
attended summer school at Yale, Harvard, Columbia, UPENN, Brown, and Princeton.
Hence, substantiating that the name of Roots has been well known in the circle of IVY
League colleges.

2.18 It was submitted that correspondence on behalf of students has been addressed to the IVY

League colleges on the letterhead ofRoots IVY, and no concern or complaint has ever been
shared or launched with respect to its name.
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2.19 The Respondent further submitted that the career counseling team ofRoots IVY remains in

touch with the admissions team of the IVY League universities every year for facilitating

the admissions of its students, including by rendering recommendations to its students.

2.20 It was also brought to the knowledge of the Enquiry Officers that Roots IVY has also been

designated and is registered as a test center for conducting the SAT examination, which is

a standardized test used for college admissions in the United States, administered by the

College Board. This yet again demonstrates that the name ofRoots IVY has very well been
within the knowledge of the relevant colleges.

2.21 Importantly, a distinct College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) code has been

assigned to four (4) branches ofRoots IVY for university application purpose. Through this

Common Application Portal, Roots IVYprocesses a large volume ofapplications to various
US universities, including the IVY Leagues.

2.22 Therefore, considering the extensive presence of the name ofRoots IVY and the impressive

number of students being granted admission in the IVY League universities, to claim that
Roots IVY has indulged in deceptive marketing is highly implausible.

2.23 1 was submitted that use of the term "IVY" coupled with ROOTS International Schools

(Private) Limited, in no manner has misled parents or students (i.e. the relevant consumers)

under Section 102) (b) into believing that they are taking admission in an IVY League
college.

2.24 The Respondent stated that the Roots IVY, whether through its website or through

communication by managements, has always adopted an open and unequivocal approach

when it comes to the academics programs it offers, the activities it provides, and its

affiliates. Roots IVY has never misused or wrongly guided its students or any other
individual.

2.25 It was submitted that Roots IVYhas never represented or made any sort of claim that it is

in some way or the other affiliated with any of the IVYLeague universities, or is an offshoot
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of any of the IVY league institution. Any position taken to the contrary, would remain
unfounded and unsubstantiated.

2.26 Importantly, it must be appreciated that the Roots School System was founded and

established in the year 1988, and over the last 30 years has developed a popular name for

itself, in terms of providing an education system of an international standard.

2.27 It was further stated that Roots IVY in the year 2012 acquired lawful rights in terms of its

incorporation for use of the tittle/expression (i.e. Roots IVY International Schools (Private)

Limited) and its usage neither violates any provision of law nor prejudices anyone's rights.

2.28 The choice and preference of parents to opt for Roots IVY is not due to any alleged

misrepresentation regarding its name, but it is because of reputation that Roots IVY, and

formerly the Roots School System, has gained over the years.

2.29 Roots IVY has produced high achieving graduates who not only ace nationally but also

excel at global level. The school strongly believes in diversity and global minded

individuals. Each year the students qualify for leading universities around the world

including Oxbridge, Russell Group of college in UK and the IVY League Universities.

2.30 That even otherwise, for the relevant "ordinary consumer", i.e. the usual, common or

foreseeable user/buyer of private education, as already stated in Paragraphs 2 and 3 above,

it is common public knowledge which colleges/universities the "The IVY League" refers

to, and at the same time the well-established reputation of Roots IVY.

2.31 With respect to the use of terminology such as the "IVY League of Dreamers", the Enquiry

Officers may appreciate that the "IVY League of Dreamers" is in fact a school magazine,

which celebrates and records the academic achievement of students, including profiles of

students who have been granted scholarships/financial aid from foreign universities,

including from the IVY League colleges. The magazine is made available to the students of
Roots IVY.
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2.32 It was stated that Roots IVY has never presented itself as a member or representative of

the IVY League universities through the school magazine, but rather has only advertised

its achievements. It is pertinent to mention that it is not of the ordinary for schools across

Pakistan and even worldwide to highlight the success stories of their students.

2.33 It was submitted that the title, i.e. the "IVY League ofDreamers", has been coined in

essence to reflect the dream of students who wish to get admitted in the prestigious IVY

League universities, and thus serves as a reasonable and ascertainable basis for the name

chosen, thereby dispelling concerns under Section 10(2) (b) of the Act.

2.34 Reference in this respect, is also made to the Commission's decision in the matter ofMis

China Mobile Pak Limited, whereby reliance was placed on the US Court of Appeals (in

the matter of Beneficial Corp v. FTC, 542 F. 2d 611 (3 Circuit. 1976)), which observed

that "the tendency ofthe advertising to deceive must bejudged by viewing it as a whole,
without emphasizing isolated words orphrases apartfrom their context."

2.35 Hence, it was asserted that Roots IVY has not disseminated any kind of information or

statement that is capable of giving the wrong impression or idea, is likely to lead into error

of conduct, thought, or judgment, or tends to misinform or misguide owing to vagueness
or any omission.

2.36 It was asserted that Roots IVY has not disseminated any kind of information or statement

that is capable of giving the wrong impression or idea, is likely to lead into error of conduct,

thought, or judgment, or tends to misinform or misguide owing to vagueness or any
omission.

2.37 While Roots IVY strongly maintains that its intentions and actions do not contravene the

provisions of the Competition Act or disrupt fair competition in any manner, to assure the

Commission of its compliance-oriented approach, it is willing to modify the name of the
magazine to allay concerns of the Commission.

2.38 It is moreover brought to the kind attention of the Enquiry Officers that Roots IVY, within

24 hours of advertising with the slogan "IVYLeague ofDreamers" on a single banner in
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Lahore, took down the said banner as soon as it became privy to the concerns of the
Commission.

2.39 The Enquiry Officers were, requested to positively consider the steps taken and the

compliance-oriented approach of Roots IVY, and accordingly decide the matter.

2.40 In view of foregoing, it was submitted that Roots IVY has not entered into deceptive
marketing practice in contravention of Section 10 of the Competition Act.

2.41 As for any violation of Section 10, it is not clear the business interest of which of the

undertaking is viewed as being harmed by the Commission (Section 102) (a)).

Moreover, any alleged fraudulent use of trademark appears to be totally misconceived as

Roots IVY is acting in pursuance of its lawful rights (Section 10(2) (d)). Lastly,

distributing false or misleading information to consumers (Section 10 (2) (b) has to be

seen in the context of the "ordinary foreseeable users".The term "consumer" as

interpreted by the Commission thus in no manner is capable of even potential deception,
leaving aside actual deception, for such foreseeable users.

2.42 Appreciating that the main purpose of enforcement of Section 10 by the Commission is

to bring about corrective behavior amongst competing undertakings, Roots IVY assures

the Commission of its full cooperation to address its concerns (if any) in relation to the

subject matter and reserves the right to make further submissions (if the need arise).

2.43 In the absence of any specific violation of Section 10 being made out, it cannot be deemed

necessary in the public interest to proceed any further under Section 37 ofthe Competition
Act.

2.44 In light of the foregoing, it was humbly prayed that the enquiry be concluded without
initiating further action.
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3.1 As mentioned in para 1.3 above, the mandate of this enquiry is to determine whether prima
facie;

(i) the conduct of the Respondent is capable of harming the business interest of other
undertakings in, primafacie, violation ofSection 10(2(a) ofthe Act?

(ii) the Respondent is disseminatingfalse or misleading information to the consumers that
lacks a reasonable basis, related to character, properties, suitabilityfor use, or quality
ofgoods in, primafacie, violation ofSection 10(2)(b) ofthe Act?

(iii) the Respondent is engaged in Fraudulent use ofanother's trademark, firm name, or
product labeling orpackaging in, primafacie, violation ofSection 10(2)(d) ofthe Act?

3.2 The written comments along with documentary evidence have been examined carefully and
the following observations have been made:

i) The Respondent in its reply while justifying the use of term "IVY" as part of their

registered name stated that in United State ofAmerica, a group of universities uses the

phrase "The IVY League "whereas we have adopted the term "IVY" only as part of

our name. In this regard, it was further stated that there is no question of fraudulent use

of another's trademark as envisaged under section 10(2)(d) of the Act. The phrase "The

IVY League" is neither the part of registered name of our school nor we have ever used

such phrase to assert any kind of affiliation or connection what so ever with the Ivy

League of America. It is also a matter of fact that the phrase "The IVY League" is

relevant to only few universities situated in the USA like Harvard University, Cornell

University, University of Pennsylvania and Columbia University. But the League have
no offshore campus in any other country.

t2.THE#fv
LEAGUE

Original logo
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ii) It has been noted that the term "IVY" adopted by the Roots International Schools as

part of its name is not the registered trademark and it cannot be treated as exclusive

right of the IVY League colleges operated in USA. Thus, it cannot be termed as

deceptive or prejudicial to the interest of any other undertaking.

iii) The Respondent in support of their reply produced documentary proof that many

students of Roots IVY were accepted by the "The IVY League" colleges USA which

indicates that in case of any objection or grievance for using the term IVY by the Roots

system of schools in Pakistan, they must have expressed their reservations but no such

complaint has been received by the Commission during the last ten years. It is also

relevant to mention that the documents supplied by the Respondent also indicates that

the student of Roots IVY Pakistan have been successful to seek scholarships on merit

and securing admission in the highly selective brown class of 2022. Copies of
Acceptance letters are depicted below:
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iv) Similarly many students of the Roots IVY attend summer school programs offered by

various IVY League Universities every year without any issue or concern raised over
the registered name ofRoots IVY International.

v) As a proof of their fairness, the Respondent has forwarded copies of invitation letters

to Roots IVY received from Harvard Model United Nations and Summer Schools

according to which two students had attended summer schools in the year 2017 and

twelve others attended summer school at Yale, Harvard, Columbia and UPENN during

the year 2018, which indicates that the name ofRoots has been well known in the circle

of IVY League colleges. It is also a matter of record that in the past correspondence on

behalf of various students was made with the IVY League colleges on the letter head

ofRoots IVY, but neither any reservation was made nor any concern or complaint had

ever been launched with regard to the use ofword IVY as a part ofname ofRoots chain
of schools in Pakistan. Copies of Invitation letter to are placed below:-
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vi) Apart from the above, in order to facilitate the admissions of its student the carrier

counseling team of the Roots IVY constantly remain in touch with the admission team

of IVY League Universities every year and many students accommodated by the IVY

League on the basis of mutual correspondence between both the institutions. Copies
depicted below:-

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Khaieeq Ahmed <khaleeq.ahmed@rootsschooi.edu.pb
Thursday, 27 December 2018 2:46 PM
uroo.iabal@rootsivyintschols.edu.pk
FW:ACT Scores: SHAH, Dilawar • CommonApp 10 is: 18966106

From: Applicant [mallto:appllcant@brown.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, Feoruary 07, 2018 7:02 PM
To: Khadija Mushtaq
Subject: Re: ACTScores: SHAH, Dllawar - CommonApp ID is: 18966106

Dear Khadiia.

Thank vou. We will add these scores to the applicant's tile.

Sincerely,

~
! !

, ,

Office of College Admission
Brown University
Providence. RI 0291 2
dmnissrgn@brown_glgy 401_863,2378

On Wed. Feb 7.2018 at 12:32 AM. Khadija Mushtaq khudjiu.mush!tau___

Dear Sir: :V1adam.
[got_efu.pk> wrote

ireetings trom ioots choi System DH,A I Campus Roots ivy International chools. Pakistan.

Kindl~· tind attached the test scores ofmy student Dilawar.

I look mforwarJ io your kind consideration.

Best
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Khaleeq Ahmed <khaleeq .3hmed@roo1sschool.edu.p1<>
Thursday, 27 Decemb er 2018 244 PM
uro oy.iaba l@rootsvyintschools. eau.pk
FW: Adm,ss,on Policy Update

From: admission@brown.edu [mailto:admission@brown.edu]
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2018 12.48 AM
To: khadiJa.mushtaq@rootsschool.edu.pk
Subject: Admission Policy Update

f
I
I

Dear Khacija

/Vith the growing number of applicants over the past several years. it has become apparent tha t changes to now
wve manage alumni interviews are necessary.

For the year anead . we will o ffer applicants the opportunity to request an interview by choosing to "opt-in" via
:he Brown applicant porta l. We make every effort to contact each applicant who opts-,n for an alumn, interview .
In lieu al an 1nterv1ew . students may choose to upload a snort "selfie-style" video testimonial to te ll us something
a 0ut themselves. The choice 1s one or the other - not both

The video portfolio and alumni interview each provide a wonderful opportunity for us to learn more about vour
students. The video portfolio and alumni interview are treated equally; we do r•t r-!! fer one over the other.

Stuoents will have unul November 9 to op t-in or upload a video for Early Decision. They will have until January
to do the same ror Regular Dec1s1on .

7or more etaiea niorratucn regaramng tue vae portf olio ana alumri interew 2ease vst ouryesre
ncerely

Logan Powell
Dean of Admission
Brown University

Get connected with Brown'

This erral was sent to hggia_muSnaI@QQISSnCcLgdupk by/ agm_3£On@Drow_soy
Jngsgs cnpe from Brown University
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3 .3 Furthermore, the relevant marketing/promotional material of the Respondent is reproduced
below for ease of reference:

ROOTS IVY UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Undergraduate/Postgraduate Prospectus
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M. ALI HAIDER

HAIQA KAMRAN

ADIL JAVED

on a Scholarsh ip of

$ 70,000/-
per annum for 4 years

YVllLANOVA
UNfVER\lf\

$BRYN MAWR3U .so

on a Scholanhip of

$68,962/
l)l! r annum for 4 year

Ac@@;iDickinson
on a Scholarship of

$ 60,410/-
per annum for 4 y@ars

IBRAHIM KHALI

9A, it?dd 9ii.sis+is.a Giivifv

on a Scholarship of

$ 40,000/-
per annum for 4 years

4° y

I
BROWN

ZARA SHAHZAD

on a Scholarship of

$71,085/
per annum for 4 years

RIOA SHAHID

ALLAHDAO KHAN

on a Scholarship of

$ 63,050/-
per annum for 4 year,

FARIYA ATHAR BAIG

!&...WHITMAN
"U1/ COLLEGE

on a Scholarship of

$ 50,400/
per annum for4 years

AHMADAFZAL SHATT I

.Comdl l.:ni\>,n;itv

on a Scholarship of

$69,000/-
per annum for 4 years

3)AsoN
on a Scholarsh ip of

$ 74,000/-
~r annum for4 years

#±£.
on a Scholarship of

$ 53,507/
per annum for 4 years

,..Kcnyun C 1llt'ge

on a Scholarship of

$ 63,190/-
per annum for 4 years

SAROSH KAYANI
·"

on a Scholarship of

$ 81,000/-
per annum for 4 years

n.bait lg91idrpL»

D NYU ABU DHABI

~Yale University
on a Scholarship of

$73,195/
per annum for 4 years

on a Scholanhip of

$ 64,244/-
per annum for 4 years

HAMZA N. ANSARI

MAHAM TANVEER MAHNOOR FAKHAR

V9
HOBART PW/L{IA4M SMIT

.OLLI.GE>
on a Scholanhip of

$ 51,000/
per annum for 4 ve~rs.

j
I
I
f;
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3.4 After analyzing the above mentioned promotional material, it is obvious that students of the

Respondent got admission in different Ivy League colleges on the basis of qualification

obtained from Roots IVY International schools. The use of word "IVY" as part of name by the

Respondent is very well in the knowledge of the Ivy League colleges, but they have never

objected or raised any objection in the past, particularly while granting admission to the

students who got their high school education from the Respondent and were considered to get

admission in Ivy League colleges.

3.5 Furthermore, if we review the names of various schools operating in Pakistan a common

practice is found among school/colleges in Pakistan that they use generic words like Oxford,

Cambridge, American, and British as a part of their school names. It is also evident that the

parents and students are well aware about the factual position that using such foreign words as

part of their name is a common practice. Screen shots of some of the identical school names

which are using such words as part of their names are depicted below:

C i betook«com,8GM!

" us wlgrdrg. B a-A!CO. Ce G -Goe Sea {oeten arm. 3 rrco tusaCt

ly» S British Grammar School y Facebook

111 • ., '

facebook

British Grammar
School
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C i las.edu.pk

;:' App l\ F3!se or m!sie~irig.. D e~a~er - DA',\'!\ .CC·.. 0 E•Off •~e :; KCC - <:ocg~ Se!rth .;: CompetitiOl'l Comm.. ~ h1ur,da1 ~JCSOn CK..
Ill ..• ,

¢.. /,. l

,/ I 4» ' l¥( ·• '•
J

l
!
t

ABOUT US

..

I
,

) Y'

f/f '

© LAHORE AMERICAN SCHCCL

REALIZING OUR POTENTIAL

C i bntish.edu.pltiatrout-us1

,.._~
,!.._._, . -·-.:......'.~.....;,._~---

·-'•-· 't, ----··· l

About Us MISSION STATMENT

i

!
.j
,J

j

INTI;:OCUCTION & V!SION OF Tl-! 5 SCHOOL

-:-:--~ :•:-:::i ,,, •- ~rc;•.,:!st:~J 8r;'.:~'1 In:,~ •1;,:ir::_.~;~I '~c.... ~: :· : , _: _ 111 ,'·., - .·; __ •.12:.: 1r: 1: ·_ ~-

>5.°30!-1"rs »¢r1/ %J£3/r,3°-50%/ 're

Our Features

t33mt¢est2at453 223ltd&urcue mtnson er )»
,_;,J:y 3.1 1 ') ') t:',· "."'.': 1·Ei()~,r;q :J"\r) iil ;j' 2 r!,~Q •~<:~1"13 '.i"•' ~ :!'.(::•;:,Jl.12:,zc·; Jl_1;, :1,CJ' < '.~

') 3 S i::: '1 ': C'.l(.31 1~lf' ,)i 0< '.f i!:!rl i ;'l(: ~~r,9 rilf' li"2S (0 ' 17f' :e21(r,-,, ,~ ~ :~ :qr,:-c it,,~., ~f~Cl<( ,l :

BISS Core Values
Sincerity
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· · C i facebooccom1TheBntish$chools/

i 4s ile or res3g. [ ±-CAM. 9 He 3 a-geed Carertcorn. $ hrcacan•
@ as

The British School

facebook

· · C i facebook.com/(ix/ordSchooiSystemShahdaralahore/

A false or m1sieadi,g... D ePaper · D,WNCO. 0 E-Office $ accc · Goog!e Search t (ompett,on Comm.. :; hyJoda1 rucson CK...
I] Rtading fi!

facebook

Oxford School
System
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3.6 In light of the plea taken by the Respondent and supporting documentary proofs submitted

along with their written comments, the enquiry committee is of the view that enquiry approved

by the Commission is liable to be closed and consigned to record as no further actions is

warranted under the provisions of section 10(2) (d), 10 2(b) and 10 (2)(a) of the Act.

4.1 Based on the explanation furnished by the Respondent and documentary evidence made

available in support of their defense, we the undersigned enquiry officers have arrived at the

conclusion that, prima facie, the allegations leveled against it could not been established.

Since neither any violation of 10(2)(d), 10 2(b) and 10 (2)(a) of the Act have been made nor

the institution operating in USA, in spite of having close business relationship ever expressed

their concern about the use of term IVY as part of the name which may cause damage to their

well-recognized established reputation and goodwill. There is, thus, no question of any

alleged fraudulent use of the term adopted as part of their company name running educational
institution in Pakistan.

4.2 It is, therefore, recommended that enquiry initiated against the Respondent may be closed as

it does not warrant any further action under the situation explained in the preceding paras.

I
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Noman Laiq
Director General
Enquiry Officer

Faiz ur Rehman
Deputy Director
Enquiry Officer
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